Introduction
============

Neuroimaging studies have shown that the visual processing of written words and pictures of objects invokes a gradient of responses along the left ventral occipito-temporal (LvOT) cortex with posterior LvOT regions processing visual forms and anterior LvOT regions processing higher level lexical or semantic features ([@bib41]; [@bib49]; [@bib46]; [@bib54]; [@bib36]). The fact that written words are visually distinct from pictures of objects has led to expectations that neuronal activation in posterior LvOT will differ for written words and objects. However, although there is consistent evidence that bilateral fusiform activation is higher for pictures of objects than written words, the evidence that other parts of the LvOT cortex are more strongly activated by written words than pictures of objects is weak and inconsistent ([@bib3]; [@bib58]).

In this paper, we consider 2 hypotheses that might explain why there is currently no clear evidence for an LvOT region that is more selective for written words than pictures of objects during naming tasks. The first hypothesis (A) is that the visual forms of written words and objects are represented by different neuronal populations that are differentially selective to either written words or pictures. However, because these words and picture-specific neuronal populations lie in close proximity to one another, they cannot be distinguished by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (even when the spatial resolution is maximized, e.g., \<2 mm^3^ as in [@bib58]). The second hypothesis (B) is that written words and pictures of objects activate the same neuronal LvOT populations because of common top-down influences carried by backward connections from higher level amodal areas. This could occur even when words and objects activate different neuronal populations in the bottom-up processing stream because backward connections are more abundant and divergent than forward connections ([@bib19]), and their outputs are not limited to the neuronal populations that drove the higher level responses ([@bib4]; [@bib17]; [@bib21]; [@bib37]; [@bib57]; [@bib28]). In contrast to hypothesis A, hypothesis B does not assume that the visual forms of written words and objects are represented by different neuronal populations. Instead, the differences between the visual forms of words and pictures could either be represented by neuronal populations that are specific to stimulus type in the bottom-up direction ([@bib11]) or they could be represented by differences in the distributed pattern of responses across shared neuronal populations in LvOT ([@bib45]). In either case, the neuronal populations are nonspecific (in hypothesis B) because they respond to both written words and pictures of objects.

In [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, schematic illustrations of visual processing are shown at 2 levels of the visual processing hierarchy. Models A1 and A2 are specific to stimulus type because neuronal populations for words and pictures respond independently, at both the lower and higher level in Model A1 and at the lower level in Model A2. In contrast, Models B1, B2, and B3 are not specific to stimulus type because neuronal populations receive common top-down connections in the context of either words or pictures. These 3 nonspecific models differ in whether bottom-up processing activates different neuronal populations for words and pictures (Models B1 and B2) or the same neuronal populations (Models B3). For example, the same neuronal populations could be involved in bottom-up visual processing when there are shared visual features in the word and picture (e.g., the tail of a pig and the letter **e**) or when the word and picture refer to the same concept or have the same name (e.g., CAT and a picture of a cat).

![Hierarchical organization of visual processing and models of stimulus type specificity. The left side of the figure illustrates the order of bottom-up processing of written words and pictures during our picture-naming task starting with visual input (bottom row) via posterior LvOT and anterior LvOT to speech output (top row), with many stages between anterior LvOT and speech output that are not considered here. In both the left and right side of the figure, posterior LvOT is illustrated below anterior LvOT and bottom-up processing is illustrated with upward arrows while top-down processing is illustrated with downward arrows. The upper right part of the figure shows our left occipito-temporal region of interest (in black), defined as activation for written words relative to fixation projected on a 3D brain. The rest of figure illustrates 5 different models of stimulus type specificity/nonspecificity in the LvOT cortex. The stimulus type specific models (A1 and A2) respond differently to words and pictures. The stimulus type nonspecific models (B1, B2, and B3) show common responses for words and pictures. Neuronal populations are circled separately for words (W) and pictures (P) when there is stimulus type specificity in the bottom-up processing stream. In contrast, neuronal populations for words and pictures are linked together (W and P) when bottom-up processing (from lower to higher) is not specific to stimulus type. Within stimulus type, connectivity between lower and higher levels is always assumed to be bidirectional (bottom up and top down). Top-down processing across stimulus type is indicated by dotted lines in the 3 models that are not specific to stimulus type (B1, B2, and B3). To summarize the distinction between the models: In A1, neuronal populations are specific to stimulus type at both levels of the hierarchy. In A2, neuronal populations are specific to stimulus type at the lower but not the higher level. In B1, B2, and B3, neuronal populations are not specific to stimulus type because of top-down processing across stimulus type. Nevertheless, there is stimulus type specificity in the bottom-up processing at both levels in (B1) and at the lower but not higher level in (B2).](cercorbhq063f01_ht){#fig1}

To evaluate evidence for hypothesis A and/or hypothesis B, we used fMRI and a repetition suppression technique that allows neuronal responses within the same voxel to be differentiated ([@bib24]; [@bib42]; [@bib27]; [@bib15]). The observation of interest is the reduction of brain activation at the voxel level when a target stimulus is preceded by another stimulus (the prime) that shares some level of processing with the target (i.e., the prime and target are related). The rationale for using this technique is that if neuronal populations are specific to either written words or pictures (hypothesis A), then we would expect repetition suppression when the prime and target were presented in the same stimulus type (i.e., word--word or picture--picture) but not when the prime and target were presented in different stimulus types (i.e., word--picture or picture--word).

In our study, we looked for repetition suppression when the prime and target were conceptually identical but not physically identical. In the conceptually identical conditions, the prime and target referred to the same object (e.g., *deer*-DEER), and in the unrelated conditions, the prime and target referred to different objects (e.g., "*deer-CHAIR*"). The primes and targets were never physically identical because 1) when the prime and target were both words (W-W), the prime was always presented with a different size, font and case to the target; 2) when the prime and target were both pictures (P-P), the prime was always a different exemplar in a different view; and 3) when the prime and target were different stimulus types (W-P and P-W), there was no greater physical similarity between conceptually identical primes (e.g., the word LION presented with a picture of a lion) than between unrelated pairs (e.g., the word LION presented with a picture of a table). Repetition suppression for conceptually identical relative to unrelated W-P or P-W trials could therefore not be explained in terms priming in the bottom-up visual processing stream. Instead, repetition suppression for W-P or P-W trials can only be explained by processing overlap in higher level semantic or phonological areas.

Irrespective of whether hypothesis A or hypothesis B is correct, we expected that repetition suppression would be observed in both posterior and anterior LvOT when word (W) targets were primed with conceptually identical words (W-W) or picture targets were primed by conceptually identical pictures (P-P). This prediction is based on prior literature that has shown repetition suppression in LvOT for conceptually identical W-W pairs when the prime and target were presented in different fonts and cases ([@bib10]; [@bib12]) and for conceptually identical P-P pairs when the prime and target were different pictures of the same objects photographed in different views ([@bib32]; [@bib55]; [@bib49]). The critical evaluation of our hypotheses (A or B) depended on whether repetition suppression in posterior and/or anterior LvOT was observed when the prime and target were presented in different stimulus types (W-P, P-W).

Testing Hypothesis A
--------------------

If neuronal populations in either posterior or anterior LvOT are specific to the type of stimulus, then repetition suppression for conceptually identical relative to nonidentical primes (e.g., deer-DEER vs. deer-CHAIR) should be greater when the prime and target are presented in the same stimulus type (W-W or P-P) relative to when they are presented in different stimulus types (P-W or W-P).

Testing Hypothesis B
--------------------

If neuronal populations in LvOT are not specific to words or pictures, then we would expect repetition suppression for conceptually identical primes irrespective of the stimulus type (W-P, P-W, W-W, and P-P). These effects would indicate that words and pictures had activated common semantic or phonological representations that were either in LvOT or in higher order areas that send top-down feedback to LvOT. On the basis of prior studies ([@bib41]; [@bib49]; [@bib46]; [@bib56]; [@bib23]; [@bib30]), we predicted that there might be common semantic representations for words and pictures in the more anterior part of LvOT (in the vicinity of *y* = −45 mm in Montreal Neurological Institute \[MNI\] space). In contrast, prior literature ([@bib32]; [@bib55]; [@bib49]; [@bib9]; [@bib12]; [@bib54]; [@bib51]) has shown that the posterior part of LvOT (posterior to *y* = −60 mm, MNI space) extracts visual form information that is not retinotopically bound but "abstracted" away from low level, location bound visual inputs. Repetition suppression in posterior LvOT for conceptually identical primes that were presented in a different stimulus type to the target (W-P or P-W) is therefore unlikely to reflect semantic and phonological processing but would be consistent with top-down feedback from semantic and phonological areas to bottom-up visual processing in posterior LvOT. In summary, repetition suppression in posterior LvOT for conceptually identical primes with visually different forms (i.e., W-P and P-W) would provide evidence for the influence of top-down processing in LvOT (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Predictions for activation in posterior and anterior LvOT. Predicted repetition suppression effects in posterior and anterior LvOT for each type of model and for prime--target pairs that are within stimulus type (W-W and P-P) or between stimulus type (W-P and P-W). This results in 3 different predictions for each model in both posterior and anterior LvOT. Black-filled circles indicate predicted repetition suppression. White, unfilled circles indicate no predicted repetition suppression. As can be seen, our predictions within stimulus type are the same for all 5 models. In contrast, our predictions for between stimulus type vary with the model. Model A1 (specific to stimulus type) does not predict any repetition suppression across stimulus type while Models A2, B1, B2, and B3 predict repetition suppression across stimulus type in the anterior LvOT. In addition, Models B1, B2, and B3 predict repetition suppression across stimulus type in posterior LvOT, which is a consequence by top-down processing from higher order language areas.](cercorbhq063f02_lw){#fig2}

To investigate whether evidence for top-down processing was strategic or automatic, one group of participants were presented with word and picture targets in the context of unmasked (visible) primes (300-ms duration) and another group of participants were presented with the same word and picture targets in the context of masked (unconscious) primes (30-ms duration), see Results section for prime visibility test. The expectation was that masked primes would minimize strategic processing (i.e., when subjects use strategies to predict the target on the basis of the prime). Although visual masking can reduce feed-back processing (Lamme et al. 2002), several studies (e.g., [@bib53]) have demonstrated that top-down processing is a fundamental property of the brain irrespective of whether the stimuli are conscious or not conscious. This arises from the brains inherent interactive processing and the influence of abundant backward connections ([@bib19]; [@bib21]). There are also numerous studies that have shown that masked primes activate higher level semantic and motor processing regions in the feed forward direction ([@bib5]; [@bib23]; [@bib50]).

All participants were instructed to name/read aloud the target stimulus highlighted in a red box (for illustration, see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The naming task ensured closely matched processing with identical output responses for word and picture targets. We could then compare repetition suppression effects for W-W, P-P, W-P, and P-W trials. This contrasts to previous studies that have either looked at repetition suppression in the same stimulus type ([@bib32]; [@bib42]; [@bib55]; [@bib49]; [@bib16]) or focused on repetition suppression at the semantic association level ([@bib29]).

![Examples of primes and targets. The 4 panels show examples of 4 types of relationship between the prime and the target and the 4 stimulus type pairings (W-W, P-P, W-P, P-W). Within each panel, the first row: prime = word, target = word, the second row: prime = picture, target = picture, third row: prime = word, target = picture, fourth row: prime = picture, target = word. Top-left panel = conceptual identity (same response): wheel-Wheel, zebra-ZEBRA, lion-LION, and glove-GLOVE. Bottom-left = semantic relationship: ashtray--CIGARETTE, table--CHAIR, bed--PILLOW, and knife--FORK. Top-right panel = unrelated: piano--CAMEL, melon--BENCH, gate--SWAN, and elephant--SPOON. Bottom-right = phonological relationship: sheep--shoe, ambulance--AMPLIFIER, dolphin--DOLL, and ear--EAGLE.](cercorbhq063f03_ht){#fig3}

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

The study was approved by the National hospital and Institute of Neurology. Thirty volunteers (right-handed English native speakers with no history of neurological or psychiatric illness or language impairments) gave their informed consent to take part in this experiment. Six participants were excluded due to motion artifacts. The age of the remaining 24 participants (12 males and 12 females) ranged from 20 to 43 years (mean = 27). For 11 participants (5 females and 6 males), the prime was presented for 300 ms, and for 13 participants (7 females and 6 males), the prime was presented for 33 ms (2 frames) and preceded by forward and backward masks.

Material and Design
-------------------

The stimulus set of words and pictures was identical to that reported in [@bib39] but the prime durations were much briefer, and participants were instructed to focus on the target stimulus only. Pictures were of real objects with the highest intersubject naming agreement. Words were the written names of the same objects and were therefore matched to the pictures for conceptual identity and naming response. Pairs of stimuli were created to form a prime and target pair according to a 2 × 2 × 4 factorial design (i.e., 16 conditions) with 3 factors: stimulus type of the prime (word or picture), stimulus type of the target (word or picture), and the type of similarity between the prime and the target, see [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The 4 types of prime--target relationship were: unrelated (e.g., KITE-lobster), conceptually identical (e.g., BELL-bell), semantically related by association (e.g., ROBIN-Nest), or the same category membership (e.g., COW-bull) and phonologically related because the first phoneme was the same (e.g., BELL-belt). Because of the close relationship between orthography and phonology in English, phonologically related prime--target pairs were also orthographically related for word pairs. This might introduce differences between words and pictures in the phonological condition but would not be a confound if we observed common effects for words and pictures. In all prime--target pairs, we minimized physical similarity between the prime and target, see [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. This was achieved for 1) W-W pairs by presenting the prime and target in different sizes, fonts and cases; 2) P-P pairs by presenting different object exemplars in different views; and 3) there was no physical similarity between any W-P and P-W pairs.

To avoid item-specific confounds and fully control for stimulus features across conditions, each object concept (prime or target) was fully counterbalanced across participants. For example, the target "crab" was presented to one set of participants with a prime that had an unrelated response (e.g., "slide"), to a second set of participants with a prime that had an identical response (i.e., crab), to a third set of participants with a semantic prime (e.g., "lobster"), and to a fourth set of participants with an orthographically/phonologically related prime (e.g., "crane"). Therefore, although all participants saw the same set of stimuli, different subsets of participants were exposed to different pairings of the stimuli.

Procedure
---------

Stimulus presentation was via a video projector, a front-projection screen and a system of mirrors. Participants' verbal responses were recorded and filtered using a noise cancellation procedure to monitor accuracy and response times.

The intertrial interval was held constant at 3200 ms, and the target duration was always 300 ms followed by 2400 ms fixation (see [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the remaining 500 ms was occupied in 2 different ways. In 11 participants, the prime was presented for 300 ms, followed by a fixation cross for 200 ms. In 13 participants, the prime was presented for 33 ms (2 frames) and preceded by a forward mask for 200 ms and a backward mask for 267 ms. The duration of these forward and backward masks aimed to keep the interstimulus interval constant in the masked and unmasked conditions. The masked prime duration (33 ms) was chosen to minimize conscious awareness of the prime while being consistent for word and picture primes. We ran the risk that 33 ms is atypically short for a picture prime that may have reduced the chance of observing a priming effect. Fortunately, our fMRI results showed an effect of priming irrespective of whether the primes were words or pictures and irrespective of whether the primes were masked or unmasked. Therefore, the very short prime duration was not a disadvantage.

![Timeline of the experiment. Procedure for unmasked (left column) and masked (right column) conditions. In both, the participants read or named the target presented for a duration of 300 ms. In the unmasked condition, the prime was presented for 300 ms, followed by a fixation cross for 200 ms. In the masked condition, the prime was presented for 33 ms (2 frames) and preceded by a forward mask for 200 ms and a backward mask for 267 ms.](cercorbhq063f04_ht){#fig4}

The target was presented within a red square, and the participants were instructed to read or name the target aloud as soon as it appeared on the screen while ignoring the prime in the unmasked conditions. In the masked conditions, participants were not informed that the stimuli to be named were proceeded with a prime. The participants were trained to whisper their responses and to minimize jaw and head movements in the scanner. Participants' verbal responses were recorded to monitor accuracy and response times.

Prime Visibility Tests
----------------------

The visibility of the masked primes was investigated using the same stimulus set and settings as those used in the masked version of the fMRI experiment but with a different group of 16 participants (8 males, mean age 32 years). Participants were informed of the presence of the prime and they were asked to judge whether or not the prime and target referred to the same object. The prime visibility was assessed using d′ ([@bib52]).

fMRI Data Acquisition
---------------------

Volunteers were scanned in a 3-T head scanner (Magnetom Allegra, Siemens Medical) operated with its standard head transmit--receive coil. A single-shot gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used with the following imaging parameters: 35 oblique transverse slices, slice thickness = 2 mm, gap between slices = 1 mm, time repetition (TR) = 2.275 s, α = 90^o^, time echo (TE) = 30 ms, matrix size = 64 × 64. EPI data acquisition was monitored online using a real-time reconstruction and quality assurance system (Weiskopf et al. 2007). A total of 836 volumes were acquired in 2 separate runs, and the first 6 images (dummy scans) of each run were discarded to allow for *T*~1~-equilibration effects.

At the end of the functional runs, whole-brain structural scans were acquired using a Modified Driven Equilibrium Fourier Transform sequence. For each volunteer, 176 sagittal partitions were acquired with field of view = 256 × 240, matrix = 256 × 240, isotropic spatial resolution = 1\^3 mm, TE = 2.4 ms, TR = 7.92 ms, flip angle α = 15°, time to inversion = 910 ms, 50% time to inversion ratio, fat sat angle = 190°, flow suppression angle = 160°, bandwidth = 195 Hz/pix. Acquisition time = 12 min.

Scanning Procedure
------------------

Data were acquired in 2 separate sessions, each including 200 trials (25 trials for each of the 16 conditions, over 2 scanning sessions) plus 100 null events (fixation cross). All conditions were presented within session in a randomized order so that the participants could not anticipate the type of prime--target relationship. In the first session, half the participants saw one set of objects as pictures and the other set of objects as written object names. In the second set, the same prime--target pairs were presented again but objects presented as written names in the first session were presented as pictures in the second session, whereas objects presented as pictures in the first session were presented as written names in the second session. The order of trials in the second session was different to that used in the first session, therefore participants could not predict what the target object would be. Although we expected long-term adaptation/priming effects to be consistent for targets with related and unrelated primes, there was also the possibility that the effect of priming might vary across session. We therefore ensured that our effects of interest were present during both the first and second session.

Data analysis
-------------

Data preprocessing and statistical analyses were performed with SPM5 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). Spatial transformations include realignment (movement artifacts correction), unwarping, normalization to the MNI space, and spatial smoothing (isotropic 6-mm full-width at half-maximum). A temporal high-pass filtering (1/128 Hz cutoff) was applied.

### First-Level Statistical Analyses for Each Individual

Each stimulus pair (prime and target) was treated as a single trial because our focus was on neuronal responses to target stimuli that differed only as a function of the prime--target relationship. Correct trials were assigned to their specific experimental condition. One predictor variable for each of the experimental conditions was obtained by a convolution operation of the onset times of the trials with correct responses and the canonical hemodynamic response function. All incorrect responses (including null responses or unexpected responses) were modeled as an additional regressor. The contrast images for each first-level analysis are described below in the context in which they are reported in the Results section.

Group Level within Subjects ANOVAs
----------------------------------

Our main effects of interest, at the group level, came from 2 second level within subjects analysis of variances (ANOVAs) that were computed separately for the 11 participants who were presented with unmasked primes and the 13 participants who were presented with masked primes. In each of these ANOVAs, there were 16 conditions that contained the first-level contrast images corresponding to each condition relative to fixation.

Preliminary investigation of these second-level ANOVAs demonstrated that LvOT activation did not differ for semantic, phonological, or unrelated prime--target pairs (*P* \> 0.05uncorrected). Likewise, [@bib39] found no evidence for semantic or phonological priming effects in LvOT during naming and reading aloud with the same prime--target stimuli. Therefore, we treated semantically and phonologically related items and all unrelated items as "nonidentical." We then defined our repetition suppression effect as activation that was reduced for conceptually identical relative to nonidentical primes.

The Results section reports the following effects from the group level within subjects ANOVAs

### The Effect of Stimulus Type on the Targets

This involved a direct comparison of all reading aloud word targets and all picture naming targets (irrespective of prime).

### The Effect of Stimulus Type on the Primes

This involved a direct comparison of stimuli with word primes and stimuli with picture primes (irrespective of target).

### Repetition Suppression That Depends on Whether the Prime and Target Were Within Stimulus Type or Between Stimulus Type (to Test Hypothesis A)

This corresponded to the interaction of (repetition suppression) and (within vs. between stimulus type priming). We tested this analysis over all conditions and for words only (W-W) and pictures only (P-P).

### Repetition Suppression That Does Not Depend on Whether the Prime and Stimulus Are Within or Between Stimulus Type (to Test Hypothesis B)

This corresponded to the main effect of repetition suppression where there was also an effect of repetition suppression within stimulus type (W-W and P-P) and between stimulus type (W-P and P-W).

Individual Results from the Firs-Level Analyses
-----------------------------------------------

### Number of Participants Showing Repetition Suppression across Stimulus Type

This refers to the number of subjects whose first-level analysis showed a main effect of repetition suppression computed over stimulus type (i.e., summing over W-W, P-P, W-P, and P-W).

### Number of Participants Showing Repetition Suppression That Was Specific to Stimulus Type

This refers to the number of subjects whose first-level analysis showed an interaction of (repetition suppression) and (within vs. between stimulus type priming).

Group Level between Session or Subject ANOVAs
---------------------------------------------

### The Effect of Masked Versus Unmasked Priming on Repetition Suppression

The between subjects ANOVA compared repetition suppression in the masked and unmasked priming conditions, For each subject, we included the contrast measuring repetition suppression for within stimulus type repetition suppression separately from between stimulus type repetition suppression. Thus, there were 4 conditions, one between subjects and one within subjects.

### The Effect of First or Second Scanning Session on Repetition Suppression

A between session ANOVA compared repetition suppression in the first and second sessions.

The aim was to ensure that our results were not driven by the second session (when words from the first session were presented as pictures and pictures from the first session were presented as words).

Search Volume and Locations of Interest
---------------------------------------

We defined a search volume that included all left occipito-temporal voxels that were activated for words only (W-W summed over all prime--target relationships) relative to fixation (*P* \< 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain using family-wise error correction), see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This is consistent with prior studies ([@bib12]; [@bib13]) and includes the region that has been labeled the "visual word form area" ([@bib7], [@bib8]). Nevertheless, the same search volume can also be redescribed as those voxels that were commonly activated for words and pictures. This is because all the LvOT voxels that were activated for words were also equally activated for pictures. Within this search volume, we identified the coordinates of peak activation in the posterior occipito-temporal sulcus and also in the most anterior voxel and we did so separately for the masked and unmasked analysis (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We then searched for repetition suppression effects at these coordinates or within 5 mm of these coordinates and report effects that were significant after correction for multiple comparisons in these small volume searches. Critically, the contrast used to identify the region of interest (W-W and P-P relative to fixation) was independent of the contrasts used to identify repetition suppression (i.e., conceptually identical vs. nonidentical).

###### 

Peak activation in posterior and anterior LvOT

                                                                               Posterior LvOT   Anterior LvOT                   
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------- --------------- -----
  \(a\) Activation for words and pictures (defining the regions of interest)                                                    
  Unmasked                                                                     −46, −62, −16    \>8             −42, −36, −18   5.7
  Masked                                                                       −38, −62, −18    \>8             −40, −44, −14   5.9
  \(b\) Repetition suppression in the unmasked conditions                                                                       
  Main effect                                                                  −46, −62, −18    3.5             −40, −36, −18   2.7
  −48, −58, −18                                                                3.9              −38, −38, −20   3.7             
  Within modality                                                              −48, −62, −16    2.5             −40, −36, −18   1.7
  −48, −66, −18                                                                2.7              −38, −38, −20   2.2             
  Between modality                                                             −46, −60, −16    2.5             −40, −36, −18   2.0
  −46, −58, −18                                                                3.0              −38, −38 −20    2.9             
  \(c\) Repetition suppression in the masked conditions                                                                         
  Main effect                                                                  −38, −62, −16    3.1             −42, −44, −14   3.3
  −36, −60, −14                                                                3.5              −42, −44, −14   3.3             
  Within modality                                                              −40, −62, −18    2.7             −42, −44, −14   2.8
  −40, −58, −16                                                                2.9              −44, −46, −16   3.1             
  Between modality                                                             −38, −62, −16    1.9             −40, −44, −14   2.4
  −36, −60, −20                                                                2.5              −40, −44, −12   2.7             

Note: Peak coordinates (in MNI space) and *Z* scores are provided in posterior and anterior LvOT for the unmasked and masked conditions separately. (a) activation for words (defining the regions of interest) refers to the main effect of all word conditions (irrespective of prime) relative to fixation, with a correction for multiple comparisons across the entire brain. (b) and (c) show repetition suppression effects when the prime cued versus did not cue the correct response. They are reported summed over within and between stimulus type primes (i.e., the main effect of repetition suppression) and for the within and between stimulus type primes separately. In each of these contexts, 2 sets of coordinates and *Z* scores are provided. The top row reports those within 2 mm of the regions of interest, the second row are those within 5 mm of the regions of interest. All effects were significant after a correction for multiple comparisons in height, across the whole brain for the region of interest at the top of the table (a) or at the coordinates of the regions of interest for the repetition suppression results (b and c).

Statistical Threshold
---------------------

For identifying our LvOT region of interest, our statistical threshold (*P* \< 0.05) was corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain. For repetition suppression effects, our correction for multiple comparisons was based on spherical search volumes (2- and 5-mm radius) centered on the coordinates from the peak activations identified in the posterior and anterior parts of the region of interest (see above and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

Statistical Power
-----------------

To find evidence for hypothesis A ("stimulus type specificity in LvOT"), our analysis focused on evidence that repetition suppression in LvOT was greater within stimulus type (i.e., W-W or P-P) than between stimulus type (i.e., W-P or P-W). If this effect was not significant, then we have a null result which could result from a lack of power. Critically, however, evidence for hypothesis A was expected to be unidirectional (more repetition suppression in LvOT when primes were within than between stimulus type). As we observed a trend in the opposite direction (more repetition suppression in the LvOT region of interest for primes that were between than within stimulus type), we were not motivated to include more subjects. In addition, evidence for hypothesis B ("top-down processing irrespective of stimulus type") was based on repetition suppression in posterior LvOT when the primes and targets were presented in different stimulus types. A significant effect in this context, during the masked priming conditions, indicated that there was sufficient power to detect top-down processing, particularly since this effect was replicated in 2 groups of participants (total = 24 subjects) and in 21/24 individuals. Therefore, there was no motivation to include more subjects.

Results
=======

In-scanner Behavior
-------------------

Mean accuracy for picture naming was 96.9% in the masked conditions and 96.2% in the unmasked presentations. Mean accuracy for reading aloud was 99.8% in both the masked and unmasked presentations. The difference between accuracy for naming and reading was significant in both the unmasked (*F*~1,10~ = 231.1, *P* \< 0.0001) and masked (*F*~1,12~ = 745.3, *P* \< 0.0001) conditions, but there was no effect of word versus picture primes (unmasked presentation: *F*~1,10~ = 0.87, *P* \< 0.44; masked presentation: *F*~1,12~ = 0.01, *P* = 0.918) and no effect of prime--target relationship (unmasked: *F*~3,30~ = 1.88, *P* \< 0.11; masked: *F*~3,36~ = 1.7, *P* = 0.19).

It was not possible to obtain an accurate estimation of the response times because the voice onset times in our auditory recordings were corrupted by the sound of the scanner and therefore did not have sufficient resolution to detect the 8- to16-ms priming effects that were expected on the basis of prior literature ([@bib18]; [@bib1]; [@bib52]). However, as explained in the discussion, our conclusions are based on robust neural repetition suppression effects. Although it would be interesting to add the corresponding behavioral effects, their presence or absence would not alter our conclusions.

Masked Prime Visibility Tests
-----------------------------

In the same--different concept task, the mean d′ values for the conditions were 0.031, 0.062, 0.14, and 0.078, respectively for W-W pairs, W-P pairs, P-W pairs, and P-P pairs (see [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Although none of the participants scored better than chance, the mean d′ value approached significance for the P-W pairs (*t*~15~ = 1.9, *P* = 0.066) indicating a greater than zero effect of the picture prime. Nevertheless, this value is similar to those reported in the subliminal priming literature for (e.g., [@bib31]) and below the values reported for supraliminal stimuli. None of the other mean d′ values were significantly different from zero (W-W pairs, *t*~15~ = 0.36, *P* \> 0.7; W-P pairs, *t*~15~ = 0.77, *P* \> 0.45; P-P pairs: *t*~15~ = 1.15, *P* \> 0.15). A repeated measure ANOVA with 2 within subject factors found no significant difference in d′ for word versus picture primes (*F*~1,16~ = 0.87, *P* = 0.36), word versus picture targets (*F*~1,16~ = 0.08 *P* = 0.78), or the interaction of these factors which tests for a difference in between versus within stimulus type (*F*~1,16~ = 0.412 *P* = 0.53). These results confirmed that even when aware of the presence of the prime, the participants were not able to match the prime stimuli at a conceptual level.

![Prime visibility test. The figure shows the discrimination performance reported as d′ (signal detection measure) for the prime visibility test. For each stimuli type pairing (W-W, P-P, W-P, P-W), the d′ value was not significantly different from zero.](cercorbhq063f05_lw){#fig5}

fMRI Results
------------

### The Effect of Stimulus Type on the Targets

As expected, reading (i.e., word targets) and naming (i.e., picture targets) resulted in common activation along the posterior to anterior hierarchy in the vicinity of the left occipito-temporal sulcus during both the masked and unmasked presentations. In accordance with previous reports (e.g., [@bib58]), a direct comparison of reading aloud to picture naming (W-W and P-W \> W-P and P-P) did not identify increased activation in any left occipito-temporal voxels, even when the threshold was reduced to *P* \< 0.05 uncorrected and even when the contrast was within stimulus type (W-W \> P-P). In contrast, there were 1901 and 1448 left occipito-temporal voxels (in the unmasked and masked conditions, respectively) that were more activated for picture naming than reading at *P* \< 0.001. As shown previously ([@bib58]), the peak coordinates for these picture selective effects were identified in the fusiform gyrus, which is medial to the left occipito-temporal sulcus (e.g., *x* = −30, *y* = −62, *z* = −14/*x* = +32, *y* = −60, *z* = −12) or in a lateral occipital-temporal area (e.g., *x* = −44, *y* = −76, *z* = 0/*x* = +38, *y* = −80, *z* = 12) which is in dorsal rather than ventral occipito-temporal cortex.

### The Effect of Stimulus Type on the Primes

We also investigated the effect of stimulus type on the primes. In the unmasked conditions, activation increased (*P* \< 0.001 uncorrected) for picture primes relative to word primes in: left and right lateral occipito-temporal cortex in the context of both picture targets (P-P-W-P: *x* = +52, *y* = −70, *z* = 0/*x* = −54, *y* = −66, *z* = 0) and word targets (P-W-W-W: *x* = +52, *y* = −66, *z* = −8/*x* = −48, *y* = −68, *z* = −4) and in the right ventral occipito-temporal cortex in the context of word targets (P-W-W-W: *x* = +40, *y* = −52, *z* = −16/*x* = −32, *y* = −54, *z* = −16). Thus, the effect of stimulus type on unmasked primes was similar to the effect of stimulus type on the targets. Critically, however, we did not identify any voxels where there was an effect of stimulus type on masked primes, even when the threshold was lowered to *P* \< 0.05 uncorrected. This is consistent with the prime visibility tests and suggests that our masking procedures were effective for both pictures and words.

### Repetition Suppression That Depends on Whether the Prime and Target Were Within Stimulus Type or Between Stimulus Type (to Test Hypothesis A)

We found no evidence for either word or picture-specific repetition suppression in our LvOT region of interest or any other brain region (*P* \> 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain). Thus, there was no significant difference for repetition suppression within stimulus type than between stimulus type (W-W and P-P \> W-P and P-W), even when the statistical threshold was lowered to *P* \< 0.05 uncorrected in our LvOT region of interest or any fusiform or occipito-temporal voxels outside our region of interest. We also found no differences in the effect of repetition suppression within stimulus type for words only (W-W) and pictures only (P-P). This is not surprising because all our primes and targets were physically different from one another even within stimulus type (for details, see Materials and Methods and [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

### Repetition Suppression That Does Not Depend on Whether the Prime and Stimulus Are Within or Between Stimulus Type (to Test Hypothesis B)

A main effect of repetition suppression was observed in both posterior and anterior LvOT, and this was consistent irrespective of whether the prime was within or between stimulus type and irrespective of whether the prime was 300 ms and unmasked or 33 ms and masked (see [Figs 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). There was no significant interaction between repetition suppression and stimulus type. It is interesting to note, however, that when we reduced the statistical threshold to *P* \< 0.05 uncorrected, we identified 94 voxels (with peak coordinates at *x* = −38, *y* = −58, *z* = −18) in the unmasked conditions, where repetition suppression was greater "between stimulus type" (W-P, P-W) than "within stimulus type" (W-W, P-P). Although the low *Z* score for this effect (*Z* = 2.0) does not allow us to distinguish it from noise, it is pertinent that repetition suppression was higher between than within stimulus type because this is not consistent with hypothesis A (stimulus specificity).

![Reduced activation when the prime cued the response. Repetition suppression in LvOT (*P* \< 0.05 uncorrected) illustrated in black on axial and sagittal slices with *z* = −14, *x* = −44 in MNI space, for within stimulus type pairs (W-W, P-P) and between stimulus type pairs (W-P, P-W) when the primes were (*a*) unmasked, (*b*) masked, and (*c*) masked first session only (for details of LvOT peaks, see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).](cercorbhq063f06_ht){#fig6}

![Contrast estimates. Repetition suppression in LvOT, irrespective of stimulus type. Contrast estimates (effect size on the *y* axis), at the maxima of [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} (A: anterior LvOT, P: posterior LvOT), for prime--targets that were conceptually identical (black bars) or nonidentical (white bars) for each stimulus type pairing (W-W, P-P, W-P, P-W) when the primes were (*a*) unmasked across both sessions, (*b*) masked across both sessions, and (*c*) masked using data from the first session only. The black bars illustrate consistently reduced activation when the prime was conceptually identical to the target and therefore cued the same response. The white bars show activation when the primes were nonidentical.](cercorbhq063f07_ht){#fig7}

Evidence for the influence of top-down processing (hypothesis B) came from the observation that repetition suppression was observed, between stimulus type, throughout posterior and anterior LvOT for both the masked and unmasked conditions (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Figs 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This result cannot be explained by bottom-up access to abstract representations of the visual form of the stimulus because the primes and targets of W-P and P-W stimuli were not more visually similar for conceptually identical than nonidentical pairs. The results are, however, consistent with Models B1, B2, and B3 in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

### Number of Participants Showing Repetition Suppression across Stimulus Type

To validate our findings further, we examined repetition suppression in each of our participants independently. This allowed us to exclude the possibility that our group findings were a consequence of poor spatial resolution when voxel values were averaged over different individuals. When the primes were unmasked, a main effect of repetition suppression in LvOT was observed in 10 out of the 11 participants with individual *Z* scores ranging from 4.0 in the most significant case to 2.0 in the least significant case with a mean *Z* score of 2.9. In the masked conditions, repetition suppression in LvOT was observed in 10 out of the 13 participants, with individual *Z* scores ranging from 5.3 in the most significant case to 1.7 in the least significant case with a mean *Z* score of 2.9.

### Number of Participants Showing Repetition Suppression That Was Specific to Stimulus Type

In contrast to the relatively consistent and robust effects of repetition suppression across conditions, there was no evidence that this effect was specific to stimulus type. In the unmasked version of the experiment, only 2/11 participants showed more repetition suppression when the primes were within relative to between stimulus type and the *Z* scores for these effects were exceedingly low (*Z* = 1.7 and 1.9; *P* = 0.05 uncorrected). Moreover, a third participant showed the reverse effect (more repetition suppression between than within stimulus type, with a higher *Z* score of 3.0; *P* \< 0.005 uncorrected). These individual effects are not interpretable because they are inconsistent across participants and do not survive a correction for multiple comparisons (see [@bib58]). Likewise, in the masked version of the experiment, the comparison of within versus between stimulus type primes only revealed inconsistent and sparsely located voxels even when the threshold was lowered to *P* \< 0.05 uncorrected: In 3/13 subjects, there was a trend for more repetition suppression within than between stimulus type with mean coordinates at (*x* = −42, *y* = −67, *z* = −18) and a mean *Z* score of 2.0 (range *Z* = 1.8--2.5). In contrast, 7/13 subjects showed more repetition suppression between than within stimulus type. In 3 of these 7 subjects, the mean coordinates were located at (*x* = −43, *y* = −67, *z* = −11) with *Z* scores ranging from 1.8 to 2.4. In the other 4 subjects, the mean coordinates were more anterior at (*x* = −48, *y* = −54, *z* = −16) with a mean *Z* score of 2.7 (range *Z* = 2.2--3.0). Therefore, as in the unmasked conditions, there was no consistent or interpretable evidence, at the single subject level, that repetition suppression was greater within than between stimulus type.

### The Effect of Masked Versus Unmasked Priming on Repetition Suppression

The between subjects ANOVA comparing repetition suppression in the masked and unmasked priming conditions did not identify a significant interaction of LvOT repetition suppression and prime duration (*P* \< 0.05 uncorrected). However, when averaged across conditions (related and unrelated), we found that the effect of stimulus type on primes (P-W + P-P) \> (W-W + W-P) was greater in the unmasked condition than the masked condition (*x* = −30, *y* = −48, *z* = −16; *Z* score = 5.99; *x* = 52, *y* = −68, *z* = −2; *Z* score = 5.69; *x* = −38, *y* = −80, *z* = −16; *Z* score = 5.53). This effect of masking demonstrates that, as intended, the primes were more visible in the unmasked condition than the masked condition.

### The Effect of First or Second Scanning Session on Repetition Suppression

The between session ANOVA comparing repetition suppression in the first and second sessions did not identify a significant interaction of LvOT repetition suppression and session (*P* \> 0.05 uncorrected). More importantly, for the first session only, there was a main effect of repetition suppression (*x* = −38, *y* = −50, *z* = −16; *Z* score = 3.64) that was consistent both between and within stimulus type (see [Figs 6*c*](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7*c*](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrates that our results were not driven by concept repetition between the first and second session.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we used an fMRI adaptation technique to examine whether LvOT activation was selective to written words relative to pictures of objects and, if not, whether common responses to words and pictures could be explained by the influence of top-down processing. At both the group and individual level, we found repetition suppression for conceptually identical relative to nonidentical prime--target pairs in both the posterior and anterior LvOT. This was observed irrespective of whether the prime--target pair was within stimulus type or between stimulus type and irrespective of whether the primes were masked or unmasked.

These results do not provide any evidence that LvOT neuronal populations are specific to stimulus type. Nor can repetition suppression in posterior LvOT be explained in terms of shared bottom-up processing of the visual stimulus because there was no enhanced visual similarity for our conceptually identical versus nonidentical trials when the primes and targets had different stimulus types. It is also highly unlikely that repetition suppression across words and pictures in posterior LvOT reflected bottom-up processing of conceptual or phonological information because this claim would be inconsistent with many years of prior investigation that has consistently shown posterior LvOT activation associated with visual processing of the stimulus rather than the concept it is representing ([@bib32]; [@bib55]; [@bib49]; [@bib9]; [@bib12]; [@bib59]; [@bib54]; [@bib60]; [@bib51]). Most specifically, our data would be inconsistent with [@bib12] who observed repetition suppression in posterior LvOT for visually similar word forms that were semantically dissimilar (corn-CORNER) and no significant suppression in the same region for semantic (notion-IDEA) or phonological (solst-SOLST) repetition. In short, the interpretation of our data requires a model that includes the influence of top-down modulations ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B1, B2, and B3) and explains previous results (e.g., [@bib12]).

The role of top-down processing in repetition suppression has previously been described in what is referred to as the "predictive coding account." This proposes that repetition suppression is a consequence of the prime improving the top-down expectation of the target and thereby reducing prediction error ([@bib47]; [@bib2]; [@bib19]). Here, prediction error in LvOT refers to the mismatch between bottom-up inputs in the forward connections and top-down inputs from the backward connections. The mismatch arises because the presentation of the prime sets up a prediction for the response to subsequent inputs, and this prediction is carried by the backward connections from higher to lower levels in the hierarchy (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: B1, B2, B3). Predictions will be better when the prime has the same response as the target than a different response to the target. Conversely, prediction error will higher when the prime is unrelated to the target than when the prime and the target have the same response. Higher LvOT activation can therefore be explained by higher prediction error. This account explains why we observed repetition suppression throughout posterior and anterior parts of LvOT even when the primes had no perceptual similarity with the target (W-P, P-W). It is also consistent with the data and implications from [@bib12] and [@bib59] and [@bib60]. Note that, in this context, prediction does not imply a conscious strategy. It refers to the brains inherent interactive processing and the influence of abundant backward connections ([@bib19]; [@bib21]).

Our results and the predictive coding account support the idea that top-down modulations, via backward connections, integrate bottom-up perceptual evidence from early visual cortex with prior knowledge and contextual information (from primes, task requirements, and attention). This perspective challenges the traditional view that visual recognition is purely the result of bottom-up processing where increasingly complex features are extracted from early visual areas to higher level brain regions. However, our explanation is consistent with that recently provided by [@bib44] who have proposed a Bayesian (top-down) framework for explaining unconscious cognition and visual masking.

The influence of top-down processing across stimulus types also offers a plausible explanation for why fMRI studies have not shown LvOT activation for reading relative to picture naming. However, our study does not indicate whether LvOT neuronal populations are specific to stimulus type in the bottom-up direction (Models B1 and B2 in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or whether differences between the visual forms of words and pictures are represented in LvOT by distributed patterns of responses across shared neuronal populations (Model B3 in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This could be investigated at the voxel level using repetition suppression if it was possible to manipulate the visual similarity between words and pictures ([@bib51]). An alternative approach would be to use multivariate pattern recognition ([@bib26]; [@bib25]; [@bib48]) or the better temporal resolution as provided by magnetoencephalography or electroencephalography ([@bib20]). Evidence for Model B1 would entail stimulus type specific activation patterns or connectivity in posterior and anterior LvOT. Evidence for Model B2 would be stimulus type specific activation patterns or connectivity in posterior but not anterior LvOT. In the absence of evidence for Models B1 or B2, Model B3 becomes the most likely candidate but positive evidence for Model B3 may require intracellular recordings.

The nature of the top-down influences we observed is further informed by considering the spatial location of the repetition suppression effect and the duration of the prime. First, we note that repetition suppression across stimulus types extended all the way along the length of posterior and anterior parts of our LvOT region of interest (see [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that top-down influences may be distributed throughout the left occipito-temporal hierarchy although we cannot exclude the possibility that across stimulus type repetition suppression in anterior LvOT was driven bottom up by amodal semantic processing. Second, repetition suppression across stimulus types was robust even in the context of brief and fully masked primes (see [Figs 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the top-down influences across stimulus type did not depend on the participant identifying the prime or using an explicit strategy to predict the target.

Our results also demonstrate that the LvOT repetition suppression effects were specific to conceptually identical prime--target pairs with no significant differences between phonological, semantic, and unrelated primes. This suggests that the most influential factor is whether the prime predicts the response, in our case name retrieval, which requires a very precise conceptual identification. Semantically related primes may, however, have a more significant effect on LvOT activation during semantic categorization tasks ([@bib23]) rather than our naming task. In brief, we are suggesting that the reason that we did not see evidence for neuronal adaptation for semantic association priming is that we used a naming task that requires concise conceptual identification whereas previous studies showing neuronal adaptation for semantic association primes have used semantic or lexical decisions that do not require a concise conceptual identification (e.g., [@bib23]). The influence of the task on the type of priming has been demonstrated by others (e.g., [@bib43]; [@bib44]) and is consistent with the predictive coding explanation of our data.

Our overt speech task ensured that our participants engaged phonological retrieval processes for both written words and pictures. This reduces differences in the degree to which word or picture primes are processed implicitly at the phonological level. The disadvantage of using an overt speech task was that we were not able to extract accurate voice onset times because of the noise level in the scanner. We therefore do not know how response times varied across priming conditions. Nevertheless, we can report that previous studies using finger-press responses have shown that response times are reduced 1) in the context of repetition suppression in LvOT ([@bib12]; [@bib23]) and 2) for related compared with unrelated masked primes presented within and between stimulus type during reading and picture naming tasks ([@bib14]; [@bib38]; [@bib18]; [@bib35]; [@bib1]). More critically, if behavioral priming across stimulus type were asymmetrical (e.g., greater for word than picture primes), this would bias our results toward greater repetition suppression in the context of word than picture primes. However, it would not explain repetition suppression that was observed irrespective of whether words primed pictures or pictures primed words. Thus, our observation of bidirectional repetition suppression across stimulus type cannot be explained by (unknown) behavioral differences in word and picture priming.

Finally, future studies are required to identify the source or sources of the top-down influences on LvOT responses. This will require functional connectivity studies that distinguish forward and backward connections (e.g., dynamic causal modeling). However, these functional connectivity analyses are based on a priori region selection rather than a whole brain search and, at present, we do not know whether automatic repetition suppression across stimulus type in LvOT is driven by local backward connections (e.g., from anterior to posterior LvOT) or long-range backward connections from frontal, temporal, and parietal regions. Preliminary studies are therefore required to identify the candidate regions, for example, by using whole-brain analyses to explore how LvOT activation covaries positively and negatively with other brain regions.

We conclude that there is remarkable consistency in LvOT activation for written words and pictures of objects because, even if the neuronal populations for words and pictures are distinct in the bottom-up processing stream, they are tightly interconnected by automatic backward connections and consequently they respond in common ways. Our results are consistent with many previous behavioral studies of priming and interference that have shown the very close link between word and object naming ([@bib22]; [@bib18]). The appreciation of the interactive and distributed nature of LvOT processing and the principals behind predictive coding, proposed here, allow us to integrate a wide range of previously disparate neuroimaging results. For example, greater left LvOT for low-frequency words and pseudowords relative to high-frequency words ([@bib34]; [@bib40]; [@bib33]; [@bib6]) can be explained in terms of greater prediction error when the required response to a stimulus is less frequent or less familiar (i.e., frequency and familiarity influence the strength of the predictions from higher level regions). Our novel observations therefore have major implications for our understanding of reading, object recognition, and language. The tight interaction between these systems needs to be considered when studying each in isolation and in future studies that aim to decipher the neural code associated with visual word form processing in LvOT. In this context, our distinction between 5 models of response selectivity ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) could provide a framework to guide future studies.
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